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BBC Taster

Taster is the BBC's audience-facing 
platform for trying out new ideas and 
experiments. At IBC 2016 we will be 
hosting demonstrations of some of our 
most recent and engaging pilots. 
These include ‘true VR’ pilots  ‘We Wait’ 
– a virtual reality experience produced 
with  Aardman Animations that puts 
viewers on the frontline of a migrant’s 
perilous journey crossing the sea from 
Turkey to Greece, and ‘The Turning 
Forest’, which is an enchanting immersive 
VR experience that incorporates
interactive spatial sound (binaural audio) 
as part of a compelling fantasy produced 
with award-winning film maker, 
Oscar Raby. 

We will also be showcasing 
‘The Vic’, which is testing TV on-set 
environment modelling by allowing users 
to explore perhaps Britain’s most famous 
pub – The Queen Vic from the
ever-popular soap, EastEnders.

As well as trying out these pilots on 
the latest VR headsets, visitors to 
the BBC R&D stand will be able
to view some of our 360-degree video 
pilots, including walking with dinosaurs 
with Sir David Attenborough. There will 
also be a whole host of other new 
content ideas currently featured on BBC 
Taster that people can try out on mobile, 
tablet or desktop computer. You can also 
try out all the demos directly from the 
BBC Taster website bbc.co.uk/taster.

Visual Perceptive Media

Visual Perceptive Media demonstrates 
the feasibility to deliver content that is 
composited from a collection of small 
media objects just before viewing.

This late composition provides the 
opportunity to create variations based 
on the viewing context, e.g. before or 
after the 9pm watershed, a matinee 
cinema performance, a prime-time 
audience or a late-night audience. 

In the current version this context is 
provided through a mobile app to 
determine the audience preferences 
including music genre. The film is built 
out of media objects (video clips, sounds, 
sound tracks and visual filters). 

A composition engine recently released 
as Open Source (VideoContext) assem-
bles and renders the pieces in the web 
browser of the client but this might 
ultimately be a cloud service. By changing 
the way the objects are put together 
it is possible to change the film's
pacing, mood, cinematic effects
and storyline twists. 

The demonstration at IBC allows 
parameters to be changed during 
composition to demonstrate some
of the variations possible. 

Cook-Along
Kitchen Experience

Cook-Along Kitchen Experience (CAKE) 
is a new experiment from BBC R&D that 
demonstrates what can be achieved 
through object-based media by using a 
cooking programme as an example of a 
learning experience.

CAKE is a real-time, interactive cookery 
show that changes as you cook with it. 
It customises recipes based on your 
familiarity with ingredients and methods, 
your tastes or dietary preferences, and 
how many people you are inviting round 
for dinner. 

The experience reacts ‘in the moment’ 
to your progress, allowing you to create 
new dishes at your own pace. Novices 
can level-up and experts can cut to the 
chase, supported by an evolving dialogue 
between audience and presenter.

The information provided by a budding 
chef at the start of the process will guide 
the system’s behaviour and configure a 
recipe schedule. As cooking progresses, 
CAKE can be responsive to individual 
needs and present information as
appropriate for the audience, using a mix 
of audio-visual and text segments.

The segments are constructed as a 
collection of ‘objects’ that are
compiled using a metadata structure, 
which defines relationships between 
them and how they should change 
or re-assemble in response to a user. 
This creates an interactive piece of 
content, seamlessly rendered in the
browser using BBC R&D’s IP
Studio technologies.

This is BBC R&D’s first wholly 
object-based experiment from
production to experience; we are
defining requirements for new 
creative tools that span the whole 
process. Our challenge is to begin 
to get production methods 
pioneered by CAKE adopted and 
integrated as workflows for
producing new responsive content 
and experiences. 

This requires them to be frictionless, 
mature, and modular interventions
that blend with (or even speed-up)
existing workflows.

More information:
www.bbc.co.uk/taster

More information:
www.bbc.co.uk/rd/projects/
visual-perceptive-media

More information:
www.bbc.co.uk/rd/projects/cake



Squeezebox

Within the BBC, content such as news stories is often needed at a range of durations for use in different programmes. 
These edits are currently made manually, and can be time-consuming. Similar re-editing takes place across other parts of
the BBC: Radio 4 creates omnibus editions from daily programmes which fit shorter slots than the combined original 
running time, and BBC Worldwide re-edits programmes for use on advertising-supported channels. Squeezebox aims to 
assist in situations where you might need to rapidly re-edit your content to run to a shorter or longer duration, or need to 
target multiple durations from a single edit. Currently, Squeezebox is addressing the production of captioned montages of 
news stories. It allows users to specify how many news stories they would like, caption and order those stories, add ident 
and transition graphics, and then instantly produce edits of the montage to any possible duration. Footage that is uploaded
to Squeezebox is automatically analysed and segmented into individual shots. Then, rather than manually editing the footage
to create different shots, the user marks up the most relevant and important portions of each shot, indicating that the rest
is a candidate for being cut. The user also marks up the priority of each shot, determining how the footage behaves as
the duration is reduced - which shots will hit the cutting room floor first, and which ones will be preserved. 
Using this metadata, Squeezebox enables users to adjust the duration of the story using a simple slider control.
 
The purpose-built algorithm establishes new ‘in’ and ‘out’ points per shot, and in some cases drops shots entirely. 
Squeezebox’s ultimate goal is to make certain types of edit tasks quicker and easier, saving time and effort.
For it to work, extra investment of time  needs to be made to mark up the content. Through user research, we
hope to show that there is a tipping point where if a package is going to be re-edited a number of times, investing
time in authoring Squeezebox mark-up may become more efficient than making a number of slightly different 
edits by hand.

More information: www.bbc.co.uk/rd/projects/squeezebox

Nearly Live Production

Professional-scale multi-camera coverage is not practical for all live 
events that audiences might be interested in experiencing, such as all the
venues at a large festival.  Through research at live events like the
Edinburgh Festival, we have developed a production workflow that we
call Nearly Live, using several static unmanned, ultra HD cameras to capture
performances.  A lightweight video capture rig based on our IP Studio technology 
delivers images to a cloud-based editing system. This allows a director to crop and 
cut between shots in software and produce good quality HD coverage at reduced 
cost, within several minutes to an hour of the event beginning. The director can work
from anywhere, using a web browser.

Our prototype tool for Nearly Live Production is a web application called Primer, combining 
the traditional activities of a director, editor and camera operator into a single role. 
The director can perform camera cuts, reframe existing cameras and edit shot transitions and
durations.  The near-live pipeline is object-based from end-to-end, capturing all edit decisions 
and preserving every camera feed for compositing later in the cloud or on audience devices.

We have trialled our prototype system with BBC productions and fringe theatre venues at Edinburgh, 
and at smaller stages at music festivals and other live events. This has allowed us to evaluate its 
potential to make live event coverage accessible to smaller crews with limited budgets, and to simplify 
production for novice users.  Nearly Live has created opportunities to significantly increase the 
quantity of coverage we are able to capture from multi-location events like these because available 
technical and craft resources can be deployed much more widely.

Shifting from live to near-live production allows us to use lower-cost systems.  Technologies used for 
distribution and playback of media over the Internet— such as HTML5 and DASH—can also be used 
at the authoring stage to streamline workflows and give directors an accurate sense of what the final 
experience would be.  Bringing authoring and playback technologies together has the potential to 
bring producers and audiences closer together with production being performed anywhere. We are 
continuing to investigate alternative workflows and applying Nearly Live production at larger scale in 
less predictable environments, especially festivals, community events and using a combination of 
professional and community-generated footage.

More information: www.bbc.co.uk/rd/projects/nearly-live-production

IP Studio

At the heart of IP Studio is the idea that every piece of video, audio and data 
is given a unique identifier and a timestamp as soon as it is captured or 
created. This allows us to find and synchronise the most appropriate content 
wherever it is needed. Automation has always been important in our industry, 
and the possibility of setting up production facilities on demand over the 
network makes it even more essential. So we have developed a way in which 
we can automatically discover and control media systems wherever they are.

This opens the doors for remote production where the production teams 
can work in the most appropriate location, accessing facilities that might be 
located in a data centre. To test that our approach is practical we have 
implemented a set of prototype tools for streaming, processing and storing 
of production objects, and a framework for discovery and control. Wherever 
possible we have used open-source components in our work. Our software 
was used extensively within our trial at the 2014 Commonwealth Games, and 
we went on to test an IP Studio installation at BBC Northern Ireland for its 
political coverage in 2015. Since then, we have developed the software into a 
platform that will underpin our on-going research projects. In July and August 
2016 we carried out experiments on the ground to integrate our Nearly Live
Production experiment at environments where the integrated system would 
be used in the future, the T-In The Park music festival and then at the
Edinburgh Festival.  The results of both of these tests will be 
demonstrated at IBC 2016. 

Finally, BBC R&D is actively promoting the approach developed by the IP 
Studio project within the broadcast industry. This combines participation in 
industry bodies concerned with interoperability with practical collaboration 
with like-minded suppliers. 

In particular we are promoting a joined-up approach through our leadership 
in the Advanced Media Workflow Association Networked Media Incubator, 
which is developing a new set of specifications (NMOS) for managing
networked systems.

More information: www. bbc.co.uk/rd/projects/ip-studio

Introduction
Digital convergence of media production and distribution 
brings new opportunities for programme makers.
Our IP Studio system provides a foundation to enable the 
creation and storing of the elements of a film, radio or TV 
programme as media objects. This allows them to be 
composed flexibly based on the needs and intentions of 
audiences, producers and broadcasters, offering closer 
relationships with audiences, wider use and reworking of 
media content and tailored delivery to suit time, duration, 
location, mood and capabilities. BBC R&D has been 
exploring the value and feasibility of object-based media 
approaches for engaging with audiences. We believe that
this offers the key to creating increasingly immersive media 
experiences that are more:

Personal - they know and understand the requirements of 
individuals and change the media experience accordingly.

Adaptive - they recognise the device being used and adapt 
to give the best experience in real time, regardless 
of the manufacturer.

Dynamic and responsive - they respond to the needs of the 
audience in terms of length,  depth of interest, location, 
preferences, lifestyle and age.

Interactive - the audience can select specific  areas of 
content to focus on and in some instances create and 
upload their own associated content.

Immersive - BBC content presented in environments that 
give the audience an enhanced experience either through 
Virtual Reality or 360 video.

Our demonstrations at IBC show some of our recent work 
to investigate these possibilities.

At the production side, our Nearly Live production 
system shows how an IP-based system can allow content to 
be edited while the content is still being recorded, in a way 
that allows edit decisions to be refined later, as all captured 
media objects and edit decisions are retained. 

Our Squeezebox system allows the duration of 
programme segments to be changed based on metadata 
captured during editing, to allow easy re-versioning for 
applications like new highlights or omnibus programmes.

Delivering object-based content to the end user allows new 
kinds of interactive and personalised experiences. We are 
demonstrating two examples: a film that is composed from 
media objects just before it is played out and composited 
during playout (Visual Perceptive Media), and
Cook-Along-Kitchen-Experience that is composed 
and paced as the viewer cooks. 

A paper: 'Creating Object-based Experiences in the Real 
World’ including some of these and other projects will be 
presented at the IBC conference (in the session 'Novel 
Ideas and Cutting  Edge Technologies' on Saturday at 
1pm in the Emerald Room).

Our Taster platform allows us to carry out audience-facing 
trials of new content forms, and we are demonstrating 
some recent examples, including immersive experiences 
using 360-degree video and VR.


